
Name:_________________________ 

Ceramic Fish Checklist        

Step 1   I will learn the ceramic vocabulary hand out.  The vocabulary will be used 

through out the project.   

Step 2   I will draw out plans for a ceramic fish that include: 

  Round or oval body. 

 A top and tail fin 

 2 symmetrical side fins 

 Raised eyes and mouth 

 Visual texture on body and fins.    Be creative!!!  You may transform the fish! An 

example, the top fin could be a hat. 

  Step 3   I will critic plans for ceramic fish with the teacher. 

Step 4   I will practice making pinch pots with modeling clay until I feel comfortable 

making them. 

Step 5   I will create 2 pinch pots with clay that have the same size openings. 

Step 6   I will score and use slip to attach the pinch pots together to create the body of 

the fish. 

Step 7   I will create the eyes and the mouth for the fish and attach them to the body 

scoring the edges and using slip as glue. 

Step 8   I will create a side fin and trace it on a slab of clay to make 2 symmetrical fins 

and atach to the body.  Remember to check if they attached symmetrically. 

  Step 9   I will create a tail and attach it to the body. 

 Step 10   I will create a top fin and attach it to the body. 

Step 11   When the fish is leather hard, I will add texture to the body and fins to create 

rhythm. 

Step 12  When the sculpture is complete, I will have the teacher cut the lid. 

Step 13   I will smooth out the inside of the fish. 

Step 14   I will carve my class number and name on the bottom and hand in to fire.      

Step 15   I will paint my fish with different colors for the body, fins and facial features.  I 

will apply a coat of Modge Podge when it is dried and turn in with rubric. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


